
 

 
Build Better and Release Faster with Treno 

 
What is Treno? 
 

● Treno is Engineering Success as a Service designed to help reduce delays and improve software 
development speed and quality 

● It connects with Jira, GitHub, Zendesk, Slack and all of the other tools used during the software 
development process.  It shows all work in one place and analyzes data to suggest how to 
optimize and improve delivery 

● Software engineers start every morning in Treno - in minutes they plan their day, receive 
recommendations on where to focus, and share their plans with their teammates - which 
streamlines daily stand-ups or eliminates them altogether 

● It maximizes engineering delivery by prioritizing work, ensuring everyone is working on the right              
things at the right time 

● Treno identifies blockers and notifies task owners that their work is impeding others from 
completing their efforts 

● The entire team is alerted when new code reviews and help requests are created, and they are 
tracked to ensure they are addressed in a timely manner 

● PRs merge faster since blockers are removed faster and code reviews happen quicker.  Treno 
tracks all of a developers activity and allows them to use that data in their 1:1s - ensuring they 
get full credit for all of their work 

● Treno structures Slack and MS Team communications and can even use these tools to log bug 
reports and support requests 

● Remote engineers stay connected to their team, and junior engineers can easily receive help 
from inside and outside of their team.  Developers have more time to get stuff done as Treno 
eliminates time consuming meetings  

● Managers receive full visibility into what their team is doing, are alerted to delivery risk and get 
notified when an engineer needs help 

● Treno suggests delivery goals and tracks the team’s activity and performance across all of their 
connected tools.  And Treno delivery metrics answer questions such as “What type of work is 
getting done?”, “How quickly are we delivering?”, and “Where can the team improve?” 

 

Give us the first 10 minutes of the day  
and we’ll help you Build Better and Release Faster 

www.treno.io/preview 


